
Viva

Humanized technology comes alive.





Viva
A new concept in citrus squeezing has 
arrived. Viva brings new value to your 
establishment, an innovative concept that 
combines design with the most cutting-edge 
technology. Maximum performance for your 
business. Maximum style.

by Zummo

NEW



Marrón Tierra

Brown DustSavannah Brown



Midnight Black Musk GreenForest GreenMidnight Black



With that intuitive system, the EVS squeezing 
kit is grouped into a single block minimising 
the number of parts. Easily assemble and 
disassemble the squeezing kit in one easy 
movement. Save time and turn it into profit.

Exchange Quick System

TM

EQS



Two modes of use

Automatic mode

Squeezing is activated when oranges 
are detected in the fruit dispenser.

At Zummo we have developed a new 
traction system based on independent 
motors. This system reduces the 
mechanical friction between parts and 
minimises the noise level.

Manual mode

Control the squeezing by yourself 
using the Play/Pause button.

Rediscover 
Silence



Fruit 
dispenser
Up to 3.3 lbs of fruit in the 
minimum space. Its sloping design 
makes  
it easy to load the fruit and makes 
it highly visible, creating an  
eye-catcher in your business.



Zummo Cloud
Geolocation
Locate and monitor your equipment to ensure the correct use 
of your Juicer from anywhere.

Productivity metrics 
Increase the profitability of your business, knowing the 
consumption data, time of day, serving, size of serving, among 
others. 

Status indicators
With programable status alerts you can rest assure that 
ypur Viva will be ready foryour demands of your busy juice 
operation.

Preventive and predictive maintenance
Zummo cloud will guide you and give you maintenance alerts 
and will help you troubleshoot your juice, thanks to the 
constant monitoring of the most important parameters.

NEW



Squeezing 
kits

Kit S (Optional)

Ø 1.64”- 2.36”

Special for Limes
Tangerines

Automatic
filter
An innovative rotating design which 
guarantees the highest quality and 
purity of the juice.



Kit M (Serie)

Special for Oranges
Lemons

Ø 2.16” - 2.95”

Explore new possibilities.

Experience with tastes, 
make juices from 
different citrus fruits and 
amaze your customers.
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3.3 lbs

1.32 gal

M 2.16”-2.95” / Optional XS 1.17"- 1.77" S 1.64”-2.36”

24.33”(h) x 12.9” (w) x 16.53”(l)

76 lbs

Yes

Yes

Auto / Manual

Savannah Brown, Midnight Black, Forest Green

5.67 in

100-240V 50/60Hz

Motor DC 135W/0,18cv

165/200W y 2W in Standby

Technical features

Fruits per minute  

Feeder

Bin capacity

Squeizing kits

Dimensions

Weight

IoT 

Automatic filter

Modes

Colors

Filling height

Voltage

Motor

Consumption


